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Yawn... Villages are so boring. There's nothing to do here!

And Savita is still out with Uncleji helping him with marriage preparations.

Savita helping convince Ayush to marry has really impressed Uncleji.

He insists on taking only her with him to help out. I wonder what important work is keeping the sasur-bahu pair out so late.

Meanwhile...

Doing this... Ahhh... out in the open... Ahhh... is so naughty... Ahhh...

Moaning so loudly even though someone may pass by any moment...

I can't believe how slutty you are Bahu...

You were the one who wanted to try something different today... Mmmm...

(Giggle) And I'm a Bahu who always obeys her elders...
Maybe I can get a quickie with Shobha before Savita and Uncleji get back...

I can't stop thinking about the night we had. It was the best sex I had in my life.

Bhaya, what are you doing here?

I missed you Shobha. Savita is out with Uncleji so maybe we can...err...

Oh God. You can't say things like that outside. Someone may hear you...come inside.

Come on Shobha. I know that you enjoyed it just as much as I did...

I did it because of the alcohol but I can't betray Bhabhi again. She's my best friend.
What I don't understand is why don't you fuck bhabhi instead? You've got such a beautiful wife.

After that night, I don't think the dull boring sex me and Savita have is going to excite me anymore.

And my Savita is so innocent in bed. I'm not even sure she'll be as wild in bed as you were that night.

(Giggle) Savita bhabhi, innocent in bed!

Maybe it is time that Ashok bhaiya got to know how wild his wife can get in bed after all.

At least give it a try with bhabhi once... I promise that if you don't enjoy it just as much as we did, then I'll gladly let you fuck me again!

It's a deal then...

But that still leaves me with one problem tonight.

What's that?

Seeing you look so sexy has gotten me all hard...

What will anyone say if they see me walking out of here with a hard-on like this?

Giggle...

Awww... I can't let my Ashok bhaiya leave like that.

And who knows at what time Savita bhabhi will get back from the next town?
Soon...

YOU'RE NOT WEARING ANY UNDERWEAR!!!

UNDERWEAR IS SO RESTRICTIVE AND I LOOK SO MUCH BETTER WITHOUT IT...

DON'T YOU AGREE!

I'LL JUST GIVE YOU A TIT-FUCK AND SEND YOU OFF ON YOUR WAY.

AFTER ALL, TECHNICALLY IT'S NOT CHEATING IF I DON'T LET YOU F**K ME AGAIN.

MMMM... THAT's IT... KISS MY COCK... MAKE IT WET WITH YOUR SPIT...
COME TO THINK OF IT ASHOK BHAiYA'S COCK IS NOT THAT BAD...

AHH... SHOBHA!

MMMMM... WELL... DOES IT FEEL GOOD?

Y-YESSS!

(GIGGLE) LET ME GIVE YOU A LITTLE MORE SERVICE.

ASHOK BHAiYA... WHAT DO YOU THINK OF MY BREASTS?
 MMMM. YOUR PRE-CUM IS SO YUMMY...

I LOVE...

LICKING YOUR COCK CLEAN...

WELL, ARE YOU SATISFIED YET.

YESSS... I'M VERY VERY HAPPY NOW.
The next day things go by as usual... Savita and Ashok were both busy with the wedding preparations...

But when Savita and Shobha finally got some free time to sit and chat...

WHAT??? You and Ashok fucked!!!

I'm sorry Bhabhi, I feel a bit guilty...

Nooo... I can't be mad with you. I was just surprised to know Ashok could be good in bed!

I overheard him talking to someone at the door. He's got some Ayurvedic medicine that works like a charm.

(Giggle) And tonight he's expecting to surprise his innocent in bed wife.

(Giggle) In that case I'd better put on a good show for my dear hubby...

Even I want to see what this new improved Ashok is like.
That Night...

I'm glad that the pooja is over. I'm so tired tonight.

The night's not over, Savi darling.

Smooch. I've got a surprise planned for you tonight.

But Ashok, we're at your family's house... doing something like this is not proper.

I'll play the coy wife for a while before showing Ashok my real self.

Mmm... he's so aggressive. I think I'm gonna enjoy this tonight...

Come on honey, it's been over a month since we last made love!
YOU’VE GOT AN AMAZING BODY SANTIA! I’M SUCH A LUCKY HUSBAND...

YOUR VOICE MAY SOUND RELUCTANT BUT YOUR HARD NIPPLES ARE TELLING ME A DIFFERENT STORY...

OHMH ASHOK... THAT’S SO SWEET.

(GIGGLE) I WAS JUST PLAYING ALONG TILL NOW BUT ASHOK’S NEW ENTHUSIASM IS SUCH A TURN-ON...

AHHMMNNN... JAANULUH... THAT’S... OHHH... SO GOOD...

MMMMMM... I COULD SUCKLE ON THESE BREASTS ALL NIGHT...
WOW!!! WHERE HAS THIS ASHOK BEEN HIDING ALL THESE YEARS...
HE'S GOING TO MAKE ME CUM BY JUST HAVING MY TITS SUCKED ON.

OOOHHHH... ASHOKKKK...

OOOHHH, I'VE NEVER FELT YOUR COCK GO THIS HARD HONEY.

DON'T RUSH IT SAVI DARLING... YOU'LL HAVE PLENTY OF TIME TO PLAY WITH IT TONIGHT...

LET ME ENJOY MY WIFE'S BODY FIRST.
Ooohhh baaabiiiiiiieeeeee you are teasing your wife so much today...

Let's get rid of all these clothes now...

You stole the words right out of my mouth.
Mmmm... such a fine ass...

Look at how wet my wife's pussy has gotten... we've got to get rid of these panties...

Ahhhh... don't tease me anymore Jaanu. Please pleasure your dear wife's pussy...

This shy wife role-play is so much fun. I haven't had this much fun a long time.
I didn't know you could be so horny in bed, Savita...

That's because you've... never... ahhhh... given me a chance to be like this...

Don't worry... we'll be doing this more often from now on...

Ahhh your fingers... mmmm

Wow... you are getting even wetter...

Are you about to cum already...

Yes... yes...

I can't believe it... Ashok is making me cummm so hardddd...
AHMH... AAASHHOOOOOKKKK... BABIEEEEEEE...

I'M CUMMING... I'M CUMMING SO HARD...

YES, CUM FOR ME...

WOW SAVITA, WE'VE BEEN MARRIED FOR SO LONG BUT I'VE NEVER SEEN YOU CUM LIKE THIS BEFORE...

THAT'S... AHHH.. BECAUSE... MMMMM, I'VE NEVER BEEN TEASED LIKE THIS BEFORE...
That was...

This is bad...

I think I overdid it with her... after all... she's never had anyone please her like this ever...

Absolutely...

Now that you've shown me your hidden side... it's my turn now.

Wha... what do you mean, Savvi?

Incredible Ashok!!!

Now let your loving wife take care of her husband's yummy cock properly...

What's come over her... she's never say such slutty things like this in bed before...
YOUR PRE-CUM TASTES SO GOOD ASHOK!
WHERE DID YOU LEARN TO DO THAT... AHHH... SAWIIII!
YOU ARE A NATURAL AT THIS EVEN THOUGH IT'S YOUR FIRST TIME...
I... ERRR... USED TO WATCH A LOT OF PORN MOVIES IN COLLEGE...
I'M JUST ERRR... COPYING THAT...
MY INNOCENT WIFE USED TO WATCH PORN MOVIES... HAAHA... THERE'S SO MUCH I DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT YOU SAWII...
(GIGGLE) THE STUFF YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT ME COULD FILL A LIBRARY...
INNOCENT WIFE INDEED!!!
I can't wait to taste the cum you've gotten stored up in here...

Ahhhh... I can't believe a woman could be this good on her first try...

Shobha was great but Savita... ahhhh... she's amazing...

Such a tasty cock we should have started doing this ages ago... slurp...
SO JAANU... DO YOU LIKE IT WHEN I ACT LIKE A SLUT WHILE PLAYING WITH YOUR COCK?

I LIKE... I ABSOLUTELY LOVE THIS SLUTTY SIDE OF YOU, SAVITA...

IF YOU LIKE IT SO MUCH THEN WHY ARE YOU KEEPING YOUR SLUTTY WIFE WAIT SO MUCH FOR YOUR CUM...

I'M GOING CRAZY TO TASTE YOUR CUM, ASHOK!

AHHH... HEARING YOU BEG FOR MY CUM IS SO HOT! SAVIIII!

SUCK IT A LITTLE MORE AND I'LL REWARD YOU WITH A BIG LOAD SOON!

I HOPE SHORHA WAS RIGHT ABOUT ASHOK NOT GOING LIMP AFTER ONE SHOT...

COZ I'M SO HORNY RIGHT NOW... I NEED A FUCK REAL BAD...

THATS THE STUFF SAVITA...

YOU ARE SUCH A GREAT WIFE...
DO YOU LIKE IT WHEN I SWIRL MY TONGUE AROUND YOUR COCK TIP?

I'LL BET YOU'VE NEVER FELT THIS GOOD BEFORE, ASHOK?

OR DO YOU PREFER IT IF I SUCK YOUR COCK?

(GIGGLE) LOOKS LIKE YOU ENJOY BOTH EQUALLY!

I CAN FEEL YOUR COCK TWITCHING... I KNOW YOU WANT TO CUM!

GIVE IT TO ME BABEEE... GIVE SANTA YOUR CUM!
UHHHHH... I'm going to cum SAVVIIII!

SHIT! She's not taking it out of her mouth...

YU... MHHHHHHH!

GIGGLE... you came so much... it must have felt really good... huh!

BUT WE STILL AREN'T DONE FOR THE NIGHT... YOU HAVE AWOKEN THE SLUT INSIDE ME... NOW YOU'LL BETTER TAKE RESPONSIBILITY!
WOW... THIS NIGHT KEEPS GETTING BETTER AND BETTER!

AHMM... THAT'S IT BABEEE... SLIDE IT INSIDE SLOWLY...

AHMM... SHE'S SO TIGHT... HER PUSSY IS SUCKING ME UP INSIDE...

AHMM... NOW THAT'S IT'S INSIDE ME. I'M GOING TO RIDE YOU LIKE YOU'VE NEVER EXPERIENCED BEFORE...
Ooohhh, my... God!!!

Aahhhh, this feels awesome, Ashok...

Keep bucking your hips like that, savviiii, ride my cock like a slut!

Aahhh... your raw cock is...

Stirring me up inside... mmmmm

If you keep going...

I'm going to end up cumming again...

Aahhh... I can't believe how much I'm enjoying your cock... you've never been this good in bed before...
SAVITA... I WANT TO LOOK AT YOUR TITS JIGGLE WHILE I F**K YOU SILLY!

GIGGLE... I KNOW YOU HAVE MORE IN MIND THAN JUST WATCHING MY BOOBS...

PLEASE PLAY WITH MY TITS WHILE YOU F**K ME ASHOK... IT'LL DRIVE ME CRAZY IF YOU DO THAT!

HAHA... YOU'VE GOT SUCH PERFECT BREASTS SAVITA...
YES! IT FEELS SO GOOD!

YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY...

I'M SUCH A LUCKY GUY... I'M THE ONLY ONE WHO GETS TO ENJOY THIS SEXY BODY...

YOU REMEMBER MY CARD GAME BUDDIES SAVITA...

I'M SURE YOU DIDN'T NOTICE BUT EVERY ONE OF THOSE GUYS WAS HITTING ON YOU THAT NIGHT!

GIGGLE... REALLY... THOSE POOR JEALOUS MEN...

I'M SO HAPPY TO HAVE SUCH A SEXY WIFE...
Wuhhh... I had hoped to be the one taking charge but Savita's sluttiness took me totally by surprise...

Ahm... let's change positions Savita...

I'll fuck you so hard you'll be begging to cum in no time...

Yesss... I want to cum make me orgasm really hard Ashok...

See... this way my cock can really penetrate your pussy all the way inside...

You like that don't you, you slutty wife...

Aahh... that's the spot... you're hitting my G-spot... ahhhhh...

How does it feel to be fucked like this?

Ooooohhh... I don't know what's gotten into you today Ashok!

But I want you to fuck me like this every single day!
AHHH... MONEY!

AHHH... COME ON. MAKE AN EVEN SLUTTIER FACE. I'VE NEVER SEEN YOU IN SO MUCH PLEASURE...

IT FEELS GREAT POUND MY PUSSY MORE...

YOU LOVE MY COCK... DON'T YOU SAVITA!

I LOVE COCK!!! I ABSOLUTELY LOVE HAVING SEX!!!

YOU HAVE NO IDEA HOW MUCH I LOVE COCK...

WOW! I CAN'T BELIEVE THESE SLUTTY WORDS ARE COMING OUT OF MY ONCE INNOCENT WIFE...
STICK IT EVEN DEEPER INSIDE MY PUSSY!

AHHH... MOANING LIKE A SLUT... I LOVE THAT VERY MUCH SAW!

GIVE ME MORE OF YOUR COCK... I LOVE COCKS SO MUCH...

I'M REALLY CLOSE TO MY ORGASM ASHOK...

JUST KEEP THRUSTING YOUR COCK INSIDE LIKE THAT!
AHHH... I'M ABOUT TO CUM AGAIN... OHHHH ASHOK...

AHHH... YOUR PUSSY IS GRIPPING MY COCK SO HARD... IT'S LIKE IT'S TRYING TO MILK ME...

I'M GONNA CUM TOO!
The Next Morning...

YOO HOOO.
WAKE UP ASHOK...

MMMM. BREAKFAST IN BED.
HEHE.
LOOKS LIKE I'M GETTING A REWARD
FOR LAST NIGHT!

WHAT'S FOR
BREA---WOW!!

HOW
DO YOU LIKE
THIS FOR
BREAKFAST?
BETTER START SOON...

YOU SHOULD
F**K ME WHILE I'M
STILL HOT!!!

LOOKS LIKE
I MIGHT HAVE TO
RESTOCK MY SUPPLY OF 'YAIN SANJEYVANI'
EVEN BEFORE I GET BACK TO THE CITY!

The End